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In this paper we des ribe how to build semanti models that
support both nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e. Several
models exist that support both of these onstru ts, but none that we
know of satis es all the laws one would like. Using domain-theoreti te hniques, we show how models an be devised using the \standard model"
for probabilisti hoi e, and then applying modi ed domain-theoreti
models for nondeterministi hoi e. These models are distinguished by
the fa t that the expe ted laws for nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e remain valid. We also des ribe some potential appli ations
of our model to aspe ts of se urity.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The most widely employed method for modeling on urrent omputation is to
take sequential omposition as a primitive operator, and then to use nondeterministi hoi e to generate an interleaving semanti s for parallel omposition.
This approa h is well-supported by the models of omputation, in luding both
the standard domain-theoreti models ( f. [10℄), and the metri spa e approa h
( f. [3℄). These and similar approa hes to modeling nondeterminism satisfy the
basi assumption that nondeterministi hoi e is a ommutative, asso iative and
idempotent operation. In fa t, the results from [10℄ hara terize the three fundamental power domains in terms of their universal properties as ordered semilatti es { i.e., that they ea h are the obje t-level of a left adjoint to a forgetful
fun tor from an appropriate ategory.
More re ently, probabilisti hoi e has been added as a family of operators
in the syntax of the language under study. One an tra e this resear h in denotational semanti s to the work of Saheb-Dharjomi [24℄. While this work was the
rst to onsider modeling probabilisti hoi e as a domain, the most in uential
work along this line is without question the PhD thesis of Jones [11℄, where it was
shown that Saheb-Dharjommi's onstru tion ould be extended to \measures"
having total variation less than 1, and that the probabilisti power domain of
?
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a ontinuous domain is again ontinuous. Perhaps more importantly, Jones provided a nitary hara terization of the probabilisti power domain in terms of
equations the operators should satisfy. If these equations hold, then her model
is universal.
One issue that auses problems in the regard is that the di eren e between
nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e is not learly delineated. Indeed, the title of [11℄ reveals an identi ation of probabilisti hoi e as a form
of nondeterminism. Yet probabilisti hoi e operators are not asso iative. For
example,1
(p :5+ q ) :5+ r = p :25+ (q 2=3+ r):
Still, several authors have attempted to in orporate both nondeterministi hoi e
and probabilisti hoi e within one model. None that we know of has a omplished that goal ompletely satisfa torily. For example, in [20℄ a model in orporating probabilisti hoi e is built by simply applying Jones' probabilisti power
domain to the standard failures-divergen es model for CSP. But, the natural
extension of nondeterministi hoi e to this model is not idempotent, so a fundamental law of nondeterminism fails in the model. To explain this anomaly, it is
argued in [21℄ that the probability that the pro ess (p :5+ q ) u (p :5+ q ) a tually a ts
like p is :25, sin e ea h bran h resolves the probabilisti hoi e independently.
On the other hand, one might argue that the pro ess in question is supposed to
a t like one bran h, not like both { ie, the probabilisti hoi e should be resolved
after the nondeterministi hoi e is resolved. But models for CSP typi ally do
not dis riminate losely enough to keep tra k of the order in whi h hoi es are
resolved, something that is re e ted by the fa t that the nondeterministi hoi e
operator distributes through the probabilisti hoi e operators.
This brings us to the issue we are interested in onfronting: how to build denotational models for more general pro ess algebras whi h support both nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e, so that the laws for nondeterministi
hoi e and for probabilisti hoi e that one expe ts to hold a tually are valid.
Our onstru tion relies heavily on domain theory and some of the onstru ts
it provides. The work here is losely related to the emerging area of devising
semanti models using oalgebrai te hniques ( f., e.g., [23℄ for an introdu tion).
There are several approa hes that have been put forward for modeling probabilisti hoi e, in luding

{ approa hes su h as [16, 18℄ that fo us on state-based models and use proba-

bilisti transition systems to re e t the operational behavior of the system
under study. In these approa hes, dis rete probabilisti models are onsidered, and the fo us is on the probability of a pro ess being in a given state
after it has exe uted a given a tion.
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We will use the notation p + q to denote a probabilisti
has probability  of a ting like p, and probability 1
0    1.
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hoi e in whi h the pro ess
 of a ting like q, where

{ approa hes su h as [7℄ and [17℄ that use a pro ess algebra in whi h prob-

abilisti hoi e is substituted for nondeterministi hoi e. Here, and in the
next ase, the fo us is on the probability that the pro ess in question a ts
like one bran h or the other from the hoi es listed.
{ approa hes su h as [20, 4, 8℄ that extend a pro ess algebra by adding probabilisti hoi e operators. If the bran hes have distin t initial a tions, then
the fo us is on the probability of the pro ess exe uting a given a tion, rather
than on the state after a given a tion is exe uted.

The approa h nearest our own is the last, but, as just remarked, none of these
approa hes provides a semanti model in whi h the laws we are interested in hold.
Moreover, there are lose links between all these approa hes, so they should be
viewed as variants of one another. Our goal in this paper is to show how a model
supporting both nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e an be devised,
so that the expe ted laws for nondeterministi hoi e and for probabilisti hoi e
all hold.
Some more extensive omments about the nature of our results are in order.
As stated above, we use domain theory as the basis for the onstru tions we
devise. There is a long history of modeling probabilisti hoi e in this area, dating ba k to the seminal work of Saheb-Djarhomi [24℄ in whi h a now standard
onstru tion of a po supporting probabilisti hoi e was given, beginning with
an underlying po. This work led to the results in [11, 12℄ that lari ed and expanded the nature of Saheb-Djarhomi's onstru tion, and also showed that this
onstru tion, when applied to a ontinuous domain, yields a ontinuous domain.
This is the onstru tion used in [20℄ for probabilisti CSP, whi h is simply the
probabilisti power domain PP r (FD ) of the failures-divergen es model FD for
untimed CSP. As we noted above, the extension of the nondeterministi hoi e
operation from FD to PP r (FD ) is not idempotent. In fa t, there is no aÆne
idempotent operation on PP r (FD ) that extends the nondeterministi hoi e operator on (the image of) FD (in PP r (FD )), sin e the extension used in [20℄ is
one su h, and the splitting lemma implies there is only one su h. There is no
obvious andidate for a nondeterministi hoi e operator on this model, even if
one drops the aÆnity hypothesis.
Our approa h to remedying this problem is to take the onstru tion one
step further: we apply a power domain operator to PP r (FD ). In fa t, there
are three su h power domains - the lower, the upper and the onvex power
domains. While these produ e new nondeterministi hoi e operators, one soon
dis overs that the probabilisti hoi e operators on PP r (FD ), when extended to
any of these power domains do not satisfy the expe ted laws { on e again the
model fails to satisfy all the laws expe ted. However, we are not far from our
desired model. We simply onsider the family of aÆne losed sets in ea h of the
respe tive power domains, and we nd that in ea h ase, these do provide models
where all the laws { both those of nondeterminism and of probabilisti hoi e
{ are valid. What is more, in the ase of the lower or upper power domains,
the models we onstru t yield a bounded omplete domain, when applied to a
S ott domain. In parti ular, the ompositions PP L Æ PP r and PP U Æ PP r are
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ontinuous endofun tors of the ategory BCD of ontinuous, bounded omplete
domains { the ontinuous analogues of S ott domains. Sin e this ategory is
artesian losed, one an in prin iple onstru t models for the lambda al ulus
extended to in lude both probabilisti hoi e operators and nondeterministi
hoi e operators. Unfortunately, as far as we know, this result does not extend
to the ase of the onvex power domain: while PP C Æ PP r is ontinuous, we
are unable to show it lands ba k in RB, the ategory of retra ts of bi nite
domains. Even so, our models have the added bonus that the probabilisti hoi e
operators do not distribute through the nondeterministi hoi e operators, whi h
has important impli ations for the appli ation of the models we build to the area
of se urity. We outline this appli ation in the last se tion of the paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion we review
some ba kground in domain theory and we review the prin ipal onstru tion of
a model for probabilisti hoi e in domains { the probabilisti power domain,
followed by a des ription of PCSP from [20℄. This serves to present a motivating
example for our work, whi h demonstrates how the failure of an expe ted law in
a semanti model an lead to unexpe ted results in the behavior of a pro ess.
A tually, su h results are inevitable if one uses the model onstru ted in [20℄
be ause of the way in whi h the CSP operators are de ned on their model. The
next se tion gives our onstru tion, showing how one an build a model supporting both nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e over any bounded
omplete domain. Finally, in the last se tion, we review our results and point out
how they relate to some of the other onstru tions that have been put forward.

2 Domains and the Probabilisti Power Domain
In this se tion, we review some of the basi s we need to des ribe our results. A
good referen e for most of this an be found in [2℄. To begin, a partial order is a
non-empty set endowed with a re exive, antisymmetri and transitive relation.
If P is a partial order, then a subset D  P is dire ted if every nite subset of D
has an upper bound in D. We say P is dire ted omplete if every dire ted subset
of D has a least upper bound, tD, in P . Su h partial orders we all d pos, and
we use the term po for a d po that also has a least element, usually denoted ?.
D pos an be endowed with a topology that plays a fundamental role in the
theory. A subset U  P is S ott open if U = "U = fx 2 P j (9u 2 U ) u  xg
is an upper set, and, for every dire ted set D, if tD 2 U , then D \ U 6= ;. The
S ott ontinuous fun tions f : P ! Q between d pos are easy to hara terize
order-theoreti ally: they are exa tly the maps that preserve the order and also
preserve suprema of dire ted sets { f (tD) = tf (D) for all D  P dire ted.
The ategory DCPO of (d) pos and S ott ontinuous maps is a artesian
losed ategory. More pre isely, the produ t of (d) pos is another su h, there is
a terminal obje t among d pos { the one point d po { and there is an internal
hom : for d pos P and Q, the family [P ! Q℄ of ontinuous maps between them
is a d po in the pointwise order, and [P  Q ! R℄ ' [P ! [Q ! R℄℄ for d pos
P; Q and R. What is just as important is that we an nd minimal solutions to
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domain equations within these ategories, assuming the equations are de ned
by ontinuous endofun tors de ned on DCPO.
Continuous domains: If P is a d po and x  y 2 P , then we write x  y if
and only if (8D  P dire ted) y  tD ) (9d 2 D) x  d. P is ontinuous if
+y = fx 2 P j x  yg is dire ted and y = t+y for all y 2 P . Unfortunately, the
ategory CON of ontinuous domains and S ott ontinuous maps is not artesian
losed. In fa t, a lassi ation of the maximal artesian losed sub ategories of
CON is given in [2℄. Of parti ular interest to us is the ategory COH of oherent
domains and S ott ontinuous maps ( f. [2℄).
Continuous domains admit standard models for nondeterminism, ea h of
whi h is the obje t level of a left adjoint to an appropriate forgetful fun tor.
In the ase of oherent domains, these power domains an be de ned as:

PL(P ) = fX  D j ; 6= X =
losedg, ordered by in lusion.
The Upper Power Domain is de ned as PU (D) = fX  P j ; 6= X =
"X S ott ompa tg ordered by reverse in lusion.
The Convex Power Domain an then be de ned as PC (P ) = fX  P j X =
#X \ "X ^ #X 2 PL(P ) ^ "X 2 PU (P )g, ordered by X v Y i #X  #Y
and "X  "Y .

The Lower Power Domain is de ned as

#X S ott

Ea h of these onstru ts is an ordered semilatti e, in that ea h admits an assoiative, ommutative and idempotent operation that preserves dire ted suprema
(in the rst two ases, the operation is simply union, while in the last it is obtained by taking the onvex hull of the union of the omponents. Moreover, ea h
is the obje t level of a left adjoint to a forgetful fun tor from an appropriate ategory of ordered semilatti e domains and S ott ontinuous maps to the ategory
of oherent domains and S ott ontinuous maps.
The probabilisti power domain: We now des ribe the onstru tion that allows
probabilisti hoi e operators to be added to a domain. This onstru tion was
rst investigated by Saheb-Djarhomi [24℄, who showed that the family he de ned
yields a po. The onstru tion later was re ned by Jones [11, 12℄ where it also
was shown that the probabilisti power domain of a ontinuous domain is again
ontinuous. The de nition of the more general onstru tion goes as follows.

P is a d po, then a ontinuous valuation on P is a mapping
 : D ! [0; 1℄ de ned on the S ott open subsets of P that satis es:
1. (;) = 0.
2. (U [ V ) = (U ) + (V ) + (U \ V ),
3.  is monotone, and
4. ([i Ui ) = supi (Ui ), if fUi j i 2 Ig is an in reasing family of S ott open

De nition 1. If

sets.

We order this family pointwise:    , (U )   (U ) (8U
denote the family of ontinuous valuations on P by PP r (P ).
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2 P ), and we

It was Lawson [15℄ who rst showed the onne tion between ontinuous valuations and measures on the po P { indeed, he showed that, in the ase P has
a ountable basis, there is a one-to-one orresponden e between regular Borel
measures on P and ontinuous valuations on P . This result has re ently been
generalized to a mu h larger ategory of topologi al spa es.
The probabilisti power domain onstru tion has been fraught with problems
almost from its in eption. An ex ellent dis ussion of this an be found in [14℄. One
of the key properties of domain theory has been the ample supply of artesian
losed ategories that are losed under ea h of the onstru ts the theory has to
o er. For example, the onstru tions needed to build S ott's D1 model all leave
the ategory of ontinuous, bounded omplete domains invariant (a domain is
bounded omplete if every non-empty subset has an in mum). It was the fa t
that the onvex power domain does not leave this ategory invariant that led
to the dis overy of the artesian losed ategory of bi nite domains and S ott
ontinuous maps. Bi nite domains are those that an be expressed as the limit
of a dire ted family of nite posets under embedding-proje tion pairs; they all
are algebrai , while the ategory RB of retra ts of bi nite domains is a artesian
losed ategory ontaining ontinuous domains su h as the unit interval. Sin e
PP r (P ) is ontinuous if P is, but never algebrai , the natural question is whether
the artesian losed ategory RB is losed under this onstru tion. The answer
remains unknown. More generally, there is no know artesian losed ategory of
ontinuous domains that is losed under the probabilisti power domain operator.
This means, in parti ular, that the only artesian losed ategories whi h are
known to be losed under this onstru t are CPO and DCPO, the ategories
of pos (d pos) and S ott ontinuous maps, respe tively. This is unsatisfa tory,
sin e so little is known about the stru ture of the obje ts in these ategories.
Among the ontinuous valuations on a d po, the simple valuations are parti ularly easy to des ribe. They are of the form  = x2F rx  Æx , where F  P is a
nite subset, Æx represents point mass at x (the mapping sending an open set to 1
pre isely if it ontains x, and to 0 otherwise), and rx 2 [0; 1℄ satisfy x2F rx  1.
In this ase, the support of  is just the family F . The so- alled Splitting Lemma
of [11℄ is a fundamental result about the order on simple measures:

Lemma 1 (Splitting Lemma [11℄). If  = x2F rx  Æx and  = y2G sy  Æy
are simple valuations, then    if and only if there is a family of non-negative
real numbers ftx;y j x 2 F; y 2 Gg satisfying
1. For all x 2 F , y2G tx;y = rx .
2. For all y 2 G, x2F tx;y  sy , and
3. If tx;y 6= 0, then x  y .

Moreover,

   if and only if  is repla ed by < in 2), and by  in 3).

ut

It follows from this result that the probabilisti power domain of a ontinuous
domain is again ontinuous. But nothing mu h more is known about the stru ture
of PP r (P ); in parti ular, a simple example is given in [11℄ of a bounded omplete
domain P for whi h PP r (P ) is not bounded omplete.
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One fa t about the probabilisti power domain that has been established is
that it leads to an endofun tor on ontinuous domains. That is, ea h ontinuous
map f : P ! Q between ( ontinuous) domains an be lifted to a ontinuous
maps PP r (f ): PP r (P ) ! PP r (Q) by PP r (f )()(U ) = (f 1 (U )). In fa t, [11℄
shows that the resulting fun tor is a left adjoint, whi h means that PP r (P ) is a
free obje t over P in an appropriate ategory. The ategory in question an be
des ribed in terms of probabilisti hoi e operators satisfying ertain laws. The
relevant laws are the following ( f. [11℄):

A endowed with a family of
S ott ontinuous operators +: A  A ! A; 0    1 su h that (; a; b) 7!
a + b : [0; 1℄  A  A ! A is ontinuous and so that the following laws hold for
all a; b; 2 A:

De nition 2. A probabilisti algebra is a d po

{ a + b = b 1 + a,
{ (a + b) + = a + (b
{ a + a = a, and
{ a 1+ b = a.

(1 ) +
1 

) (if

 < 1).

The operations + are de ned on PP r (P ) in a pointwise fashion, so for instan e,
 +  =  + (1 ) . It then is routine to verify that PP r (P ) is a probabilisti
algebra over P for ea h d po P .

2.1 Probabilisti CSP
The model for probabilisti CSP { PCSP as it is denoted { that was devised
in [20℄ is now easy to des ribe. It is built by simply applying the probabilisti
power domain operator to the failures-divergen es model for CSP. But some
extra information is provided to allow a better understanding of the stru ture
of the model.
First, it is shown in [20℄ that FD is an algebrai po: indeed, the ompa t
elements are the \trun ated pro esses" fp#n j p 2 FD & n  0g, where p#n is
the pro ess that a ts like p for at most n steps, and then diverges (re all that
DIV is the least element of FD ). In fa t, in [20℄ it is shown that the n-step
trun ations of any pro ess form an in reasing sequen e whose supremum is the
original pro ess, and it is easy to show that p#n is ompa t for every n. Moreover,
the very de nition of FD allows one to on lude that the union of any non-empty
family pro esses in FD is another su h, whi h ombined with the result just ited
shows that FD is a S ott domain { ie, a bounded omplete, algebrai po. As su h,
applying the probabilisti power domain operator to FD results in a ontinuous
probabilisti algebra, and this is the model for probabilisti CSP used in [20℄.
The syntax of PCSP is not mu h di erent from that of CSP. Indeed, PCSP
simply adds the family of operators + for 0    1 to the usual family of
operators of untimed CSP. So, for example, we an reason about pro esses su h
as (a ! STOP ) + (b ! STOP 2 ! STOP ), whi h will a t like a ! STOP
 per ent of the time, and o er the external hoi e of doing a b or a the rest of
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the time. The approa h provided in [20℄ to reasoning about su h pro esses is via
weakest pre ondition semanti s, where weakest pre onditions for probabilisti
pro esses are represented as random variables.
An obvious question is how to interpret the operators of CSP in PP r (FD ).
This is a omplished by analyzing the onstru tion itself. Namely, PP r (FD ) is
a set of ontinuous mappings from the set of S ott open sets of FD to the unit
interval. So, for example, given a unary operator f : FD ! FD , we an extend this
to PP r (FD ) by PP r (f ): PP r (FD ) ! PP r (FD ) by PP r (f )()(U ) = (f 1 (U )).
Similar reasoning shows how to extend operators of higher arity (this relies on
the fa t that the produ t of S ott open sets is again S ott open). Two fa ts
emerge from this method:

{ If we embed FD into PP r (FD ) via the mapping p 7! Æp , then the interpretation of ea h CSP operator on FD extends to a ontinuous operator on
into PP r (FD ) is ompositional for all the operators of CSP. This has the onsequen e that any laws
that the interpretation of CSP operators satisfy on FD still hold on the image
of FD in PP r (FD ).
{ The way in whi h the operators of CSP are extended to the model of PCSP
for es all the CSP operators to distribute through the probabilisti hoi e
operators. For example, we have

PP r (FD ): this means that the mapping from FD

a ! (p + q) = (a ! p) + (a ! q);
for any event a and any pro esses p and q . This has the result that some of
the laws of CSP fail to hold on all of PP r (FD ).
Here is an example illustrating the se ond point:
Example 1. Consider the pro ess

(p :5+ q ) u (p :5+ q ):
The internal hoi e operator u is supposed to be idempotent, but using the fa t
that, when lifted to PCSP, the CSP operators distribute through the probabilisti
hoi e operators, we nd that
(p :5+ q ) u (p :5+ q ) = p :25+ ((p u q ) 2=3+ q );
whi h means that the probability that the pro ess a ts like p is somewhere between :25 and :75, depending on how the hoi e puq is resolved. This unexpe ted
behavior an be tra ed to the fa t that u distributed through :5+ (and through
+ for all ). One way to view this is that the resolution of the probabilisti
hoi e in p :5+ q is like an internal event, and using the CSP paradigm of maximal progress under whi h internal events are always on o er and happen as
soon as possible, the probabilisti hoi e then is resolved at the same time as
the internal nondeterministi one. From this viewpoint, the pro esses on either
side of u represent distin t instan es of the same pro esses, but be ause they are
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distin t, the probabilisti hoi e is resolved independently in ea h bran h. In any
ase, this shows that the interplay of probabilisti hoi e and nondeterministi
hoi e an lead to unexpe ted results whi h require areful, analysis. In [20℄, the
term dupli ation is used for the phenomenon that this example illustrates.
We are unable to assign a pre ise probability to this pro ess a ting like p, sin e
we have no way to assign a probability to how u resolves its hoi es, pre isely
sin e it is not a probabilisti hoi e operator. Further work in [21℄ addresses the
question of dupli ation arising where it is not desired. Two possible solutions
are presented there. Our interest is in studying how to over ome dupli ation at
the nondeterministi hoi e level.
Sin e it is the fa t that u distributes through + that auses u not to be
idempotent, one way to avoid this issue would be to raft a model whi h for es
us to resolve u rst, before the probabilisti hoi es are resolved. This should
remind the reader of bisimulation, where the question of when nondeterministi
hoi es are resolved hanges the meaning of the pro ess, as the following example
demonstrates:

a:(p + q) 6 (a:p) + (a:q);
(where  denotes bisimulation).

3 Constru ting New Models
In this se tion we show how, given an ontinuous po P , we an onstru t a
domain Q whi h supports nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e, so
that the hoi e operator is idempotent. In fa t, we an onstru t three su h
domains Q, ea h of whi h is an analog of one of the power domains. Moreover,
if P is bounded omplete, then in the rst two ases, there is an e-p pair from
P into Q. We start with an arbitrary oherent po P . We want to onstru t a
oherent domains whi h ontains a opy of P and that admits a proje tion onto
P , and that simultaneously supports both a nondeterministi hoi e operation
+ and probabilisti hoi e operations + satisfying the laws of a probabilisti
algebra.
We begin our dis ussion by onsidering on e again FD , the failures-divergen es
model for CSP. As remarked earlier, this is a S ott domain { a bounded omplete algebrai po. By forming PP r (FD ), [20℄ onstru t a model for PCSP.
Their method for de ning interpretations of the operators from CSP on this
model is simply to extend them to PP r (FD ) in the \natural fashion". A tually,
this is a ategori al onstru tion, whi h an be tra ed through the onstru tion
of PP r (FD )  [ (FD ) ! [0; 1℄℄. It follows from the method of onstru tion that
the lifting of the operations from FD to this family all distribute through the
probabilisti hoi e operators. This is why ertain laws from CSP fail in the
extension, su h as the failure of the extension u to PCSP to be idempotent.
But this still begs the question of whether the idempoten e of nondeterministi hoi e an be retrieved. One approa h might be to sear h for an alternative
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method for extending the operations of CSP { in parti ular, of extending u
{ to PP r (FD ). The sear h is in vain if we also require that the extension be
aÆne (ie, that it preserve aÆne ombinations of pro esses su h as p + q ), sin e
the ategori al extension already satis es this property, and there annot be two
su h extensions (be ause the Splitting Lemma implies the image of FD generates
PP r (FD )). So, we must seek to extend the onstru tion so as to a ommodate
another internal hoi e operator.
A somewhat more esoteri question revolves around the stru ture of the
model PP r (FD ). Indeed, all that one an on dently assert about the probabilisti power domain of a ontinuous domain is that it is again ontinuous, and
that the probabilisti power domain of a oherent ontinuous domain is again
oherent ( f. [13℄). In parti ular, the probabilisti power domain is not bounded
omplete, and it remains an open question whether this operator leaves any
artesian losed ategory of ontinuous domains invariant.
In the ase of the lower and upper power domains, our approa h is to avoid
this issue entirely by \dragging" PP r (FD ) ba k into the ategory of bounded
omplete domains by applying another fun tor. This is possible be ause of the
following result:

P is a ontinuous domain, then PL(D); PU (D) 2 BCD, and if
P is oherent, then so is PC (P ). In parti ular, for any ontinuous domain P ,
PL(PP r (P )) and PU (PP r (P )) are both bounded omplete and ontinuous, and
PC (PP r (P )) is oherent.
Proof. One an nd a proof that PL (P ) and PU (P ) are both bounded omplete
and ontinuous if P is ontinuous, and that PC (P ) is oherent if P is in [2℄. The
last part then follows from [13℄.
ut

Theorem 1. If

Jones [11℄ showed that the probabilisti power domain fun tor is ontinuous,
and it is well known that the power domain fun tors PL , PU and PC are ontinuous, we on lude that the ompositions PL Æ PP r , PU Æ PP r and PC Æ PP r
are all ontinuous. Moreover, the theorem above yields:

Corollary 1. The ompositions PL Æ PP r and PU Æ PP r are ontinuous endofun tors of BCD, and PC Æ PP r is a ontinuous endofun tor of COH.
ut

However, this is not exa tly what we want. The reason is that, if we use
the standard approa h to extending the operations from P to PL (P ), PU (P ) or
PC (P ) in the ase P is a probabilisti algebra, we nd that the laws we want no
longer are valid. For example, for X; Y 2 PU (P )

X + Y = fx + y j x 2 X; y 2 Y g; so X + X = fx + y j x; y 2 Xg;
and this is not equal to X . In general, X + X will be larger than X . To remedy

this, we pro eed as follows.

De nition 3. Let P be a probabilisti algebra, and let X  P . We de ne

hXi = fx + y j x; y 2 X ^ 0    1g:
We say that X is aÆne losed if X = hXi. We let
10

{
{
{

PLA (P ) = fX 2 PL(P ) j X = hXig.
PUA (P ) = fX 2 PU (P ) j X = hXig.
PCA (P ) = fX 2 PC (P ) j X = hXig.

We all these nondeterministi probability domains.

P be a probabilisti algebra whi h is also a oherent domain.
Then there are ontinuous kernel operators

Theorem 2. Let

\

L : (PL (P ); ) ! (PLA (P ); ) given by L (X ) = fY 2 PL (P ) j X  Y g:
\
U : (PU (P ); ) ! (PUA (P ); ) given by U (X ) = fY 2 PU (P ) j X  Y g:
\
C : (PC (P ); v) ! (PCA (P ); v) given by C (X ) = fY 2 PC (P ) j X  Y g:
Furthermore, PUL (P ) and PUA (P ) are bounded omplete domains whi h also are
probabilisti algebras, and PCA (P ) is a oherent domain. Finally, ea h of the rst
two extend to a ontinuous fun tor PUA : COH ! BDC, and PCA extends to a
ontinuous fun tor PCA : COH ! COH.
Proof. We on ne our argument to the ase of PUA . If X 2 PU (P ), then the
family A(X ) = fY 2 PU (P ) j X  Y = hY ig is non-empty (sin e P is in
the family), and it is losed under all interse tions (that the interse tion of
ompa t sets is again ompa t follows from the oheren e of P ). It follows that
U (X ) = T A(X ) is well-de ned, and it is routine to argue that U is ontinuous
and idempotent, from whi h it follows that (PUA (P ); ) is a ontinuous oherent
domain.
The probabilisti hoi e operators an be de ned on PUA (P ) by

X + Y = fx + y j x 2 X; y 2 Y g;
and it follows from the re tangle law ( f. [9℄) for P that X + Y 2 PUA (P )
for X; Y 2 PUA (P ). The ontinuity of these operations also is easily seen. One
an argue that PUA (P ) with these operations satis es the laws of Mean Values

( f. [9℄), whi h are equivalent to the probabilisti algebra laws of [11℄. Sin e
the operations are easily seen to be ontinuous, it follows that PUA (P ) is a
probabilisti algebra.
We note that (PUA (P ); ) also is an inf-semilatti e, being the image of one
under a kernel operator. If f : P ! Q is a ontinuous morphism of probabilisti
domains (ie, if P and Q are domains with ontinuous interpretations of the
operators +;  2 [0; 1℄ whi h also are probabilisti algebras), then we an de ne
PUA (f ): PUA (P ) ! PUA (Q) by PUA (f ) = (U Æ PU )(f ). It is routine to show
that PUA (f ) is again a morphism of probabilisti algebras, and that the fun tor
PUA is lo ally ontinuous. It follows that PUA is a ontinuous fun tor.
ut
In the ase of CSP, we onsider the domain PUA (PP r (FD )): Be ause the
upper power domain is the power domain of demoni hoi e, we have hosen to
fo us on the the nondeterministi probability domain analogous to the upper
11

power domain, sin e this underlies (internal) nondeterministi hoi e in CSP.
We begin with FD to build our model. The following shows the properties of the
asso iated model.

Theorem 3.
1. If P is any bounded omplete, ontinuous domain, then there is an e-p pair
from P to PP r (P ).
2. If P is a oherent domain that also is a probabilisti algebra, then the there is
an inje tion of P into PUA (P ) that is a morphism of probabilisti algebras.
3. If P is a bounded omplete ontinuous domain, then there is an e-p pair from
PP r (P ) to PUA (PP r (P )). Moreover, the embedding e : PP r (P ) ! PUA (P )
is a morphism of probabilisti algebras.
Proof. Sin e PP r is a left adjoint, we an use the unit of the adjun tion for
the embedding. This is simply the mapping x 7! Æx , whi h assigns the point
mass at x to ea h point x 2 P . For the proje tion mapping, we use the support
fun tion:  7! supp . For simple measures x2F rx Æx , this is simply F . Sin e
ea h measure is the dire ted supremum of simple measures, for general  we
an form the \limit" of the family Fi , where  = ti x2Fi rx Æx . (This limit an
be thought of as being taken in the onvex power domain of P { f. [19℄.) The
proje tion mapping then send  to ^ supp , for whi h it is routine to verify the
required equations for an e-p pair.
For the se ond laim, we note that x 7! "x : P ! PUA (P ) is a morphism of
probabilisti algebras by the de nition of the operations on PUA (P ).
Finally, if P is bounded omplete, we an derive an e-p pair from PP r (P )
to PUA Æ PP r (P ), whose embedding is the omposition of the units: x 7! "Æx ,
and whose proje tion is X 7! ^fsupp  j  2 Xg. It is on e again routine to
validate the required equations for an e-p pair. The embedding from PP r (P )
is just the mapping x 7! "x; the proje tion is gotten via the previous result.
Namely, X 7! Æ^fsupp j2X g . Again, the validation of the required equations is
routine.
ut

Thus, we an begin with FD and generate a bounded omplete, ontinuous
domain PUA (PP r FD ) that also is a probabilisti algebra.

Example 2. We show that the domain PUA (PP r FD ) is a model for PCSP in
whi h internal hoi e does not distribute over probabilisti hoi e. First, using
the standard ategori al approa h, we an extend the interpretation of ea h CSP
operator on PP r (FD ) to PUA (PP r (FD )), and these extensions all are ontinuous. Noting that PUA (PP r (FD )) also has an internally de ned inf-operation {
(X; Y ) 7! (hX [ Y i), we then an on lude PUA (PP r (FD )) is a ontinuous
algebra of the same signature as de nes the syntax of CSP. Sin e we an regard CSP as the initial algebra with this signature, it follows that there is a
(unique!) algebra homomorphism [℄ [℄ : CSP ! PUA (PP r (FD )), and we take this
as our semanti map. A tually, this extends to a semanti mapping from PCSP
to PUA (PP r (FD )) sin e the latter is a probabilisti algebra.
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To show that internal hoi e does not distribute over the probabilisti hoi es

PUA (PP r (FD )) we simply note that we have hosen the internally de ned infoperation on PUA (PP r (FD )) as our interpretation of u, and sin e this operator
is idempotent on all of PUA (PP r (FD )), we on lude that
(p :5+ q ) u (p :5+ q ) = p :5+ q
for any elements of PUA (PP r (FD )) { in parti ular, this holds for p and q the
denotations of pro esses from PCSP. But then u annot distribute through :5+,
be ause we would then have the equality

p :5+ q = (p :5+ q) u (p :5+ q) = p :25+ ((p u q) = + q);
whi h would imply that p u q = p :5+ q , whi h ertainly does not hold, as easy
examples show.
ut
2 3

4 Summary and further appli ations
We have investigated the possibility of building semanti models whi h support
nondeterministi hoi e and probabilisti hoi e operators, and in whi h all the
laws of nondeterministi hoi e and of probabilisti algebras hold. The models we onstru ted are obtained by following the probabilisti power domain of
Jones by modi ations of the traditional power domains. We have fo used in
our examples on CSP, and shown how this approa h produ es su h a model for
untimed CSP with probabilisti hoi e operators added. Moreover, the failuresdivergen es model, on whi h our model is built, is a retra t of our model. This
shows that the model for probabilisti CSP devised in [20℄ an be improved so
that the expe ted laws hold. Our new domains support both nondeterminism
and probabilisti hoi e; they are the families of non-empty, aÆne, S ott losed
lower sets (aÆne, ompa t upper subsets, or aÆne, Lawson ompa t onvex subsets, respe tively) of a oherent, ontinuous domain, show ea h of these families
also is a probabilisti algebra. These are the only models of this type we know of.
In parti ular, the models de ned in several of the papers listed in the referen es
(ex ept, of ourse, that of [11, 12℄) seem not to address this issue.
A question we have left unaddressed is what other laws our new model satis es. For example, we have not onsidered the \usual" laws of CSP for the ase
of PUA (PP r (FD )). This is a very important issue, espe ially given the tradition
of algebrai semanti s for CSP and its related languages. And ertainly the deterministi hoi e operator 2 of CSP has been altered in our model, sin e it
inherently depends on u { for example (a ! p) 2 (a ! q ) = (a ! p) u (a ! q )
holds in CSP, but it is un lear whether it holds in our model.
There is another area that our model also should be of interest. In re ent
work, Ros oe [22℄ has shown that the se urity of a multilevel system an be
analyzed using CSP. In parti ular, he shows that su h a system (by whi h we
mean a pro ess representing the fun tioning of the system that users of di ering
levels of se urity learan e are using) is se ure if the low level user's view of the
13

system is deterministi , on e the high level user's a tions have been abstra ted
away. This approa h has the added advantage that se ure systems annot be
re ned2 by inse ure ones, sin e deterministi pro esses are maximal in the models
of untimed CSP. The problem with this approa h is that it is too restri tive.
There are pro esses representing system behavior that are a epted as being
se ure, but whi h nonetheless fall outside this de nition, pre isely be ause low's
view is nondeterministi .
The reason that nondeterministi pro esses are viewed as inse ure is that
ea h pro ess in models of CSP is the nondeterministi hoi e of its deterministi
re nements, and allowing low to have a nondeterministi view of the system {
even with high's a tions abstra ted away { allows for the possibility that low
ould reliably re ne what is seen to a less deterministi pro ess that would
support a overt hannel from high to low. For example, if low sees a tions that
he an reason are one of two types { sends or re eives, for example { he an then
draw on lusions about high level a tivity on the system.
The potential appli ation of the work des ribed here would be to implement
the system's hoi e using probabilisti hoi e. Then it would be impossible for
low to reliably re ne his seemingly nondeterministi view. But, if high ould
predi t the way in whi h the system were going to resolve its hoi es { for
example, if those hoi es ould be viewed as having been resolved before high
makes his hoi es about whi h events to parti ipate in, then a overt hannel
ould be set up between high and low. This is possible in a system where the
system's hoi e distribute through those of high, and that is why the model of
[20℄ is viewed as unsatisfa tory for this appli ation. Sin e our model implements
nondeterministi (ie, high's) hoi es, and probabilisti (ie, the system's) hoi es,
and sin e the nondeterministi hoi es do not distribute through the probabilisti
hoi es, our model has the possibility of providing a setting in whi h the se urity
results of Ros oe ould be extended to more general settings.
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